
(27.10.2020)   Consulting (continued) 
 

1. We are going to begin this class with some vocabulary revision. 

• Please go over the vocabulary of consulting we did during last week’s class and then refer to the 
Consultants pdf file. Do Ex. A, p. 46. 

• Quiz 1: write your answers to this exercise in the quiz boxes. Do not write any numbers. 

 
2. To continue the topic of consulting, we will watch a business consultant talking about her job. 

• Turn to this website: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QWqs2n2Tk5Y&t=5s 

• View the clip and answer the questions below. 

• Post your answers in the Exercises done. 

1. What is consulting? 
2. What projects/solutions has Alison worked on in her profession? Give two examples. 

3. What is a learning curve? When does this take place? 
4. The speaker mentions “scoping”. What is it in fact? 
5. What does her working week look like? 
6. What time does her typical day start? Where does she go first? What happens next? 

7. What is her favourite aspect of the job? 
8. What is her least favourite aspect? 
9. Why do some consultants leave the job? 

 

3. Text, p. 77: 

• First of all, go over the vocabulary items bolded in the text and match them to the correct 

definitions: Quiz 2. 

• Read the complete text and answer these three questions: 

1. What type of project is this consultant working on? 
2. How many formal and informal meetings does he attend on the described day? – list them. 
3. What do we learn about the consultant’s attitude to work? Give examples.  

• Post your answers in the Exercises done. 
 
4. FORUM: make your post at least 100 words long. 

• Would you like to be a consultant? Why? Why not? 

• What aspects(s) of the job would you enjoy the most and the least? 

• What kind of company would you like to work for? 
 

5. The deadline for this work is:  2.11.2020, time: 22.00. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QWqs2n2Tk5Y&t=5s

